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Critical Response of High-Rise
Buildings With
Deformation-Concentration Seismic
Control System Under Double and
Multi Impulses Representing
Pulse-Type and Long-Duration
Ground Motions
Akira Kawai1, Tatsuhiko Maeda1,2 and Izuru Takewaki1*

1Department of Architecture and Architectural Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan,
2Structural Design Division, Takenaka Co., Osaka, Japan

The critical responses are investigated for a high-rise building with a deformation-
concentration seismic control system under double and multi impulses representing
pulse-type and long-duration ground motions, respectively. The critical responses were
studied for an elastic-plastic multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) shear building model under
a double impulse and a multi impulse in the previous papers. However, it seems difficult to
derive the critical response for a realistic three-dimensional (3-D) nonlinear frame model
with a deformation-concentration seismic control system under such double and multi
impulses. The criteria on the criticality of the double and multi impulses for the elastic-
plastic MDOF shear building model derived in the previous research are extended to this
realistic controlled 3-D frame model by regarding the sum of base story shear forces of
both main and sub buildings as a key quantity. In the analysis, the concepts of “Double
Impulse Pushover (DIP)” and “Multi Impulse Pushover (MIP)” introduced before are used
effectively for clarifying the progressive performances for the increasing input level. The
analyses of total input energy, frame hysteretic energy and damper dissipation energy are
conducted and the criticality of the input derived based on the above-mentioned criteria is
investigated in detail.

Keywords: critical response, high-rise controlled building, double impulse, multi impulse, long-duration motion,
input energy

INTRODUCTION

In the early stage of earthquake resistant design of building structures and infrastructures, near-fault
ground motions were recorded extensively all over the world and used as principal design ground
motions (Bertero et al., 1978; Mavroeidis et al., 2004; Kojima and Takewaki 2015a). The near-fault
ground motions can be characterized by pulse-type waves. The fault-parallel component is expressed
by the fling-step input (one-cycle sine wave of acceleration) and the fault normal component is
represented by the forward-directivity input (one-cycle sine wave of velocity). The existence of
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forward-directivity pulse is the main feature of the near-fault
ground motions and the forward-directivity pulse is well known
to influence the building response more strongly than the fling-
step input in general (Hall et al., 1995; Kalkan and Kunnath 2006;
Champion and Liel 2012; Kohrangi et al., 2018; Khansefid and
Bakhshi 2019; Khansefid 2020). The effects of near-fault ground
motions on building responses are known to cause serious and
critical deformation concentration in lower stories of flexible tall
buildings.

The Mexico earthquake in 1985, the Tokachi-oki earthquake
in 2003 and the Tohoku earthquake in 2011 induced long-period
and long-duration ground motions and changed the common
sense in the definition of design ground motions. During these
earthquakes, heavy damages to building structures and
infrastructure were investigated, e.g., the Mexico earthquake
(Beck and Hall 1986), the Tokachi-oki earthquake in 2003
(Hatayama et al., 2004) and the Tohoku earthquake in 2011
(Takewaki et al., 2011a, Takewaki et al,. 2013). A historically
famous resonant response was observed in a high-rise steel
building over 250 m high in Osaka, Japan during the 2011
Tohoku earthquake (Takewaki et al., 2011a). Only non-
structural elements were damaged and structural members
behaved well. However, such phenomenon was not
understood in the design stage and it was remarked that the
careful investigation is inevitable from the viewpoint of resilience
of important structures against unpredictable risks (Takewaki
et al., 2013). It is believed that passive structural control is the
most promising for the enhancement of resilience of building
structures and infrastructures against such unpredictable risks
(Takewaki et al., 2011b; Takewaki, 2013; De Domenico et al.,
2019).

It should be kept in mind that the nonlinear response of
building structures and infrastructures was initially taken into
account for long-duration sinusoidal input (for example,
Caughey, 1960a; Caughey, 1960b). It was recognized that the
resonant frequency must be analyzed for a specified input level by
changing the input frequency parametrically in the response to a
harmonic wave (Caughey 1960a; Caughey, 1960b; Iwan, 1961;
Iwan, 1965a; Iwan, 1965b). Efficient and effective tools without
laborious computational iteration have been desired for initial
structural design in which nonlinear responses are allowed.

An innovative approach using the double impulse was
initiated by Kojima and Takewaki (2015a). The double
impulse is superior in characterizing the fling-step ground
motion. The magnitude was scaled to express an approximate
response to the corresponding sinusoidal wave as a representative
of near-fault ground motions (Akehashi et al., 2018b; Akehashi
et al., 2018c). A closed-form expression was derived for the
maximum elastic-plastic response of a SDOF structure under
the “critical double impulse” (Kojima and Takewaki, 2015a).

A long-period and long-duration ground motion has been
simulated successfully by the multi impulse (Kojima and
Takewaki, 2015b; Kojima and Takewaki (2017), Akehashi et al.,
2018a; Hayashi et al., 2018; Kawai and Takewaki, 2020). The multi
impulse has an advantage that, since only the free vibration
appears, the response analysis can be conducted without
specification of input frequency. An energy balance law can

then be used for obtaining the maximum elastic-plastic
response without solving differential equations directly. This
process is done by equating the initial (or intermediate) kinetic
energy to the combined elastic strain and hysteretic energies. The
critical timing of the impulses can be characterized by the timing of
attaining the zero restoring force in the unloading stage. The
critical resonant frequency can be found automatically for the
gradually increasing input level of the multi impulse.

It is noted that the above-mentioned energy balance approach
initiated by Kojima and Takewaki (2015a) can be applied only to
SDOF models. Akehashi and Takewaki (2019), Akehashi and
Takewaki (2020), Kawai and Takewaki (2020) generalized it to
MDOF shear building models under the double impulse and the
multi impulse, respectively, although the closed-form expressions
are difficult for MDOF models. Criteria on the critical input
timing of the second impulse in the double impulse and the
subsequent impulse in the multi impulse were derived and the
critical responses were computed by the time-history response
analyses. To investigate the elastic-plastic performances of
MDOF models under the progressive resonant double and
multi impulses, the Double Impulse Pushover (DIP) and Multi
Impulse Pushover (MIP) were newly exploited (Akehashi and
Takewaki, 2019; Kawai and Takewaki, 2020).

In this paper, the critical response is analyzed for a high-rise
building with a deformation-concentration seismic control
system under double and multi impulses representing pulse-
type and long-duration ground motions, respectively. The
critical responses of an elastic-plastic SDOF model under a
multi impulse were investigated in the previous papers
(Kojima and Takewaki, 2015b; Akehashi et al., 2018a; Hayashi
et al., 2018) and the critical responses of an elastic-plastic MDOF
shear building model under a multi impulse were analyzed
(Kawai and Takewaki, 2020). However, it is not certain
whether the procedure for the MDOF shear building model is
applicable to realistic three-dimensional (3-D) nonlinear frame
models with deformation-concentrated vibration control
systems. The criteria on the criticality of the double and multi
impulses for the elastic-plastic MDOF shear building model
derived in the previous research are extended to this realistic
controlled 3-D frame model by regarding the sum of base story
shear forces of both main and sub buildings as a key quantity. The
influence of damper quantities on the responses is clarified in
terms of local deformation indices and global energy responses by
using the original concepts, “Double Impulse Pushover (DIP)”
and “Multi Impulse Pushover (MIP)”.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3-D) FRAME
MODEL WITH
DEFORMATION-CONCENTRATION
SEISMIC CONTROL SYSTEM

Consider a reinforced concrete high-rise building (apartment
house) with a deformation-concentration damper system as
shown in Figure 1 (Maeda et al., 2020; Kawai et al., 2020).
The passive control system consists of the main frame, the sub
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frame and the large-stroke viscous oil dampers. The main frame
is connected to a strong-back core frame, as shown in
Figure 1A. This control system is proposed to reduce the
seismic response of high-rise buildings. It is assumed that the
main building is used for an apartment house and the lower
strong-back core frame is used for car parking. The upper
strong-back core frame is used only for the stiffness element
connecting the top of the main frame to the lower strong-back
core frame. To enable the efficient use of passive dampers, a stiff
core (strong-back core frame) is constructed and attached to the
foundation. Another stiff core frame is hung from the top story
stiff sub-assemblage of the main building. The height of the
lower strong-back core frame is determined from the
architectural user demand based on the number of parked
cars. Because this lower strong-back core frame is made of a
wall-type reinforced concrete structure with relatively small
mass, the horizontal force demand is not significant. Since
deformation, or story drift demand, is concentrated in the
connecting story, a large stroke is required for viscous oil
dampers. Oil dampers of large stroke typically used usually
for base-isolation systems are employed in this system.

The properties of the frame and dampers were determined
from the investigation on realistic building structural design
(Maeda et al., 2020). The structural damping ratio of the
super-structure (instantaneous stiffness-proportional damping)
is set to 0.03. Eight viscous oil dampers of damping coefficient
2,500 [kNs/m] are used in the control story and the total damping
coefficient is Cd � 2.0 × 104 [kNs/m]. This damper quantity is an
original basic quantity and this quantity will be changed later.

The main frame is a reinforced-concrete moment-resisting
frame consisting of column (1200 × 1200) and beam (850 × 850,

950 × 950, 1050 × 950, 1200 × 1200). The materials are concrete
of strength Fc80, steel bar SD590 and lateral reinforcement
KH785. The bending of the beam is modeled by a modified
Takeda model (Takeda et al., 1970) and the shear deformation is
assumed to be elastic. The axial and bending action of the column
is modeled by a tri-linear MNmodel and the shear deformation is
assumed to be elastic.

The sub frame is a reinforced-concrete shear-wall structure
with shear wall (thickness t � 800 mm). The materials are
concrete Fc80 and steel bar SD345, SD390. The shear action is
modeled by a origin-oriented tri-linear model and the axial action
is expressed by a multi-spring modified Takeda model.

The upper strong-back core frame is a brace system consisting
of column (box-600 × 36, SM490), beam (H-498 × 432, SM490)
and brace (H-400 × 400, SM490). Each member is assumed to be
elastic.

The whole structural model was expressed by the 3-D frame
analysis computer software SNAP (Kozo System Co. 2019). In
this program, member and floor masses are computed
automatically and allocated to each node point.

To investigate the restoring-force characteristics of the high-
rise building with the proposed deformation-concentration
vibration control system, static pushover analyses were
conducted for the main frame and the sub frame by using a
3-D frame analysis computer software SNAP (Kozo System Co.
2019). Figure 2A shows the story shear-interstory relations of the
main frame and Figure 2B presents those for the sub frame. It can
be observed that the stiffness of the sub frame is slightly smaller
than that of the main frame. However, since the mass of the sub
frame is much smaller than that of the main frame, the
fundamental natural period of the sub frame is greatly shorter

FIGURE 1 | High-rise building with deformation-concentration vibration control system, (A) Plan, (B) Section.
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than that of the main frame. This property is advantageous for the
effective vibration suppression by the proposed system.

RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF
PROPOSED VIBRATION CONTROL
SYSTEM UNDER CRITICAL DOUBLE
IMPULSE AND CRITICAL MULTI IMPULSE

Double Impulse Pushover
Consider first the case where the high-rise building with the
proposed control system is subjected to the critical double
impulse. To investigate the overall characteristics of this case,
the double impulse pushover (DIP) analysis proposed by
Akehashi and Takewaki (2019) is applied.

In the DIP analysis, first of all, the range of the velocity
amplitude of the double impulse is assumed. Then the
response to the critical double impulse with the smallest
velocity amplitude is computed. This procedure is repeated for
the increasing velocity-amplitude of the double impulse. The plot
of the maximum interstory drift with respect to the velocity-
amplitude of the double impulse expresses the result of the DIP
analysis. As a similar analysis, an incremental dynamic analysis
(IDA) was proposed by Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2002). It
should be noted that, while IDA is intended to obtain the
relation of the story shear with the maximum interstory drift
by repeating the time-history response analyses for the gradually
increasing level set of selected ground motions, the DIP analysis
uses only the increasing-level critical (worst) input resonant to
the nonlinear structures experiencing the respective expanding
responses.

Figures 3A,B show the results of the DIP analysis for the
elastic-plastic 3-D frame with the proposed deformation-
concentration seismic control system (VDI � 0.20 ∼ 1.00 [m/s]
with increment 0.20 [m/s]). The time increment of the response
analysis is 0.01 (s). The Newmark-beta method was used. The
critical second impulse is inputted at the timing when the total

story shear in the first story F1,total � F1,main + F1,sub becomes 0.
This critical timing was demonstrated to be valid from the
maximization of the input energy by the second impulse to
the total building system (Akehashi and Takewaki, 2019). This
criticality will be discussed in the following section. The overall
elastic-plastic deformation properties for the increasing input
level can be well expressed. It can be seen that the lower-story
interstory drifts around the 5th story in the main frame become
large for the increasing input level and the lowest portions of the
main and sub frames exhibit a large deformation for the critical
double impulse with VDI � 1.00 [m/s]. These phenomena are
often seen in the MDOF models under the critical double
impulse.

Figures 3C,D present the maximum accelerations of the same
elastic-plastic 3-D frame with the proposed deformation-
concentration seismic control system subjected to the one-
cycle sinusoidal waves equivalent to the critical double
impulses (VDI � 0.20 ∼ 1.00 [m/s] with increment 0.20 [m/s]).
It is known that, while the double impulse can simulate the
maximum interstory drifts properly (Hashizume and Takewaki,
2020), it cannot simulate the maximum accelerations due to its
impulsive nature. For this reason, the equivalent one-cycle
sinusoidal waves are used. The frequency of the sinusoidal
wave is determined from the corresponding critical double
impulse and the amplitude is determined from the
transformation relation (Hashizume and Takewaki, 2020). The
non-iterative direct determination of the resonant frequency of
the equivalent one-cycle sinusoidal waves from the critical double
impulse analysis is the key point in this approach of using the
equivalent one-cycle sinusoidal waves for the evaluation of the
maximum acceleration.

Figure 4 illustrates the time-histories of the first-story shear
forces (main frame, sub frame and total) and the input timings of
the two impulses (VDI � 0.60 [m/s]). It can be observed that the
second impulse was certainly inputted at the timing when the
total story shear in the first story F1,total � F1,main + F1,sub
becomes 0.

FIGURE 2 | Static pushover analysis (story shear vs interstory drift), (A) Main frame, (B) Sub frame (number in figure indicates story number).
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Multi Impulse Pushover
Consider next the case where the object controlled building is
subjected to the critical multi impulse. To clarify the overall
characteristics of this case, the multi impulse pushover (MIP)
analysis proposed by Kawai and Takewaki (2020) is applied.

In the MIP analysis, first of all, the range of the velocity
amplitude of the multi impulse is determined. Then the response
to the critical multi impulse with the smallest velocity amplitude
is computed. This procedure is repeated for the increasing
velocity-amplitude of the multi impulse. The plot of the
maximum interstory drift with respect to the velocity-
amplitude of the multi impulse expresses the result of the MIP
analysis.

Figures 5A,B show the results of the MIP analysis for the
elastic-plastic 3-D frame with the proposed deformation-
concentration seismic control system (VMI � 0.10 ∼ 0.60 [m/s]

FIGURE 3 | Double impulse pushover (DIP) analysis of maximum
interstory drifts and one-cycle sinusoidal input analysis of maximum
accelerations for elastic-plastic 3-D frame with deformation-concentration
seismic control system (VDI � 0.20 ∼ 1.00 [m/s] with increment
0.20 [m/s]), (A) Maximum interstory drift angle of main frame, (B) Maximum
interstory drift angle of sub frame, (C) Maximum acceleration of main frame,
(D) Maximum acceleration of sub frame.

FIGURE 4 | Time-histories of first-story shear forces (main frame, sub
frame and total) and input timings of two impulses (VDI � 0.60 [m/s]).

FIGURE 5 |Multi impulse pushover (MIP) analysis of maximum interstory
drifts and 5-cycle sinusoidal input analysis of maximum accelerations for
elastic-plastic 3-D frame with deformation-concentration seismic control
system (VMI � 0.10 ∼ 0.60 [m/s] with increment 0.10 [m/s]), (A)
Maximum interstory drift angle of main frame, (B) Maximum interstory drift
angle of sub frame, (C) Maximum acceleration of main frame, (D) Maximum
acceleration of sub frame.
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with increment 0.10 [m/s]). The time increment of the analysis
is 0.01 (s). The Newmark-beta method was used. The critical
impulse is inputted at the timing when the total story shear in
the first story F1,total � F1,main + F1,sub after the input of the
previous impulse becomes 0. This critical timing was
validated from the viewpoint of the maximization of the
input energy to the total building system (Kawai and
Takewaki 2020). This criticality will be discussed in the
following section. The overall elastic-plastic deformation
properties for the increasing input level can be well
expressed. It can be found that a proportional deformation
magnification can be observed different from the case for the
DIP analysis.

Figures 5C,D present the maximum accelerations of the
same elastic-plastic 3-D frame with the proposed deformation-
concentration seismic control system subjected to the 5-cycle
sinusoidal waves equivalent to the critical multi impulses
(VMI � 0.10 ∼ 0.60 [m/s] with increment 0.10 [m/s]). It is
known that, while the multi impulse can simulate the
maximum interstory drifts properly (Kawai and Takewaki,
2020), it cannot simulate the maximum accelerations due to its
impulsive nature. For this reason, the equivalent 5-cycle
sinusoidal waves are used. The frequency of the sinusoidal
wave is determined from the corresponding critical multi
impulse and the amplitude is determined from the
transformation relation (Kawai and Takewaki, 2020). As
stated in the double impulse input, the non-iterative direct
determination of the resonant frequency of the equivalent 5-
cycle sinusoidal waves from the critical multi impulse analysis
is the key point in this approach of using the equivalent 5-cycle
sinusoidal waves for the evaluation of the maximum
acceleration.

Figure 6 illustrates the relation of the interval of impulses
with the impulse number. Half of the damped fundamental
natural period of the elastic model is also shown. It can be
observed that, as the input level of the multi impulse becomes
larger, the interval of impulses becomes longer. In addition, the
interval of impulses for the elastic-plastic models converges to

a constant value around the fifth input and this convergence
rate becomes faster for the increasing input level. This may
result from the effect of hysteretic damping in the large plastic
deformation range. Double of this interval TP � 2tp is defined
as the resonant period of the elastic-plastic model and used as
the input period of the corresponding resonant
sinusoidal wave.

VERIFICATIONOFCRITICAL INPUT TIMING
OF DOUBLE IMPULSE AND MULTI
IMPULSE IN ENERGY INPUT

Figure 7 shows the energy responses (EI : total input energy, Ed :
damper dissipation energy, Ec: structural damping dissipation
energy, Ep: frame hysteretic dissipation energy) with respect to
the interval of double impulses for VDI � 0.20, 0.60, 1.0 [m/s].
The time increment of the response analysis is Δt � 0.001 [s]
for accuracy assurance in energy computation. tp is the timing
of two impulses of the critical double impulse and t0 is an
arbitrary timing of two impulses of the double impulse. It can
be observed that the total input energy is maximized for tp.
This means that, although the criticality criterion was
constructed on the input energy by the second impulse, it is
also valid for the total input energy by the overall double
impulse.

As for the multi impulse, the investigation of criticality by
using the equivalent sinusoidal wave €ug

MSW(t) is conducted. This
is because a steady state is treated for the multi impulses and it
seems appropriate to deal with the sinusoidal wave directly. Let
VMSW and NMI denote the velocity amplitude of the equivalent
sinusoidal wave €ug

MSW(t) and the number of the multi impulses.
From the equivalence of the maximum Fourier amplitudes,

VMSW � (2/π)VMI . Furthermore, based on the overall
observation on the coincidence of the maximum response,
VMSW is amplified by 1.05. €ug

MSW(t) can then be expressed by

€u
MSW

g (t) � ⎧⎨
⎩

0.5(π/tp)VMSW sin(πt/tp)
(π/tp)VMSW sin(πt/tp)

(0≤ t ≤ tp)
(tp ≤ t ≤NMItp) (1)

Figure 8 presents the energy responses (EI : total input energy, Ed :
damper dissipation energy, Ec: structural damping dissipation
energy, Ep: frame hysteretic dissipation energy) with respect to
the period of the equivalent sinusoidal wave (steady-state phase of
equivalent 10-cycle sine wave) for VMI � 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 [m/s].
Tp is double the timing of two consecutive impulses of the critical
multi impulses, i.e. Tp � 2tp, and Tl is an arbitrary period of the
equivalent sinusoidal wave. It is found that, as the input level
becomes larger, Tp becomes longer. As in the double impulse, the
total input energy is maximized for Tp. This means that, since the
critical timing of the multi impulse is defined for one cycle in the
steady-state phase, it is also valid for the total input energy during
the 10-cycle sinusoidal wave.

Figure 9 shows the energy responses to the resonant
equivalent sine waves with various input levels. It can be
observed that, as the input level becomes larger, the ratios
among Ed (damper dissipation energy) Ec (structural damping

FIGURE 6 | Relation of interval of impulses with impulse number.
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dissipation energy) and Ep (frame hysteretic dissipation energy)
converge to constant values.

EFFECT OF DAMPER QUANTITIES ON
RESPONSES UNDER CRITICAL DOUBLE
AND MULTI IMPULSES WITH VARIOUS
INPUT LEVELS

Figures 10A–C present the maximum interstory drift angle of
the object controlled models with various damper quantities
under the critical double impulses with various input levels
(VDI � 0.20, 0.60, 1.00 [m/s]). For the original standard damper
quantity Cd � 2.0 × 104 [kNs/m], various damper quantities
Cd � 0.0 ∼ 4.0 × 104[kNs/m] are installed with the increment
0.50 × 104[kNs/m]. It can be observed that, even if the input
level becomes larger, the excessive interstory drift responses of
the main and sub frames in the first story can be suppressed
well by the introduction of sufficient dampers. However, it
appears that the damper quantity larger than Cd � 1.5 ×
104[kNs/m] is not effective for the response reduction. In
addition, the horizontal stiffness of the first story in the

main frame is large compared to other stories because the
foundation beam stiffness is very large. It seems that this fact
affects the gradual variation of the maximum interstory drifts
in the lower several stories. The large interstory drifts of the
stories at and above the 24th story in the sub frame result from
the fact that the large stroke oil dampers are installed in the
24th story of the sub frame and the horizontal stiffness of the
upper core is not so large compared to that of the lower core.

Figure 10D shows the maximum accelerations of the same
model under the equivalent one-cycle sinusoidal waves. As
explained in Figure 3, the equivalent sinusoidal waves
corresponding to the critical double impulses were used for
the evaluation of acceleration. It can be observed that, while
the maximum accelerations in the main frame are decreased in
lower stories for the increasing damper damping coefficient, those
are increased in middle stories. On the other hand, while the
maximum accelerations in the lower core of the sub frame are
increased, those in the upper core of the sub frame are decreased.
Since the lower core of the sub frame is used as a car parking, the
increase of the maximum accelerations does not cause a serious
problem. In addition, the upper core is only the stiffness element
and the acceleration increase does not cause any problem.

FIGURE 7 | Input energy with respect to interval of double impulses (Δt � 0.001 [s]), (A) VDI � 0.20 [m/s], (B) VDI � 0.60 [m/s], (C). VDI � 1.00 [m/s].
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Figure 11 illustrates the energy responses with respect to
damper quantity under the critical double impulses with
various input levels VDI � 0.20, 0.60, 1.00 [m/s]. It can be
observed that the total input energy and the structural
damping dissipation energy do not depend on the damper
quantity so much. On the other hand, the damper dissipation

energy does not increase after Cd � 1.5 ∼ 2.0 × 104 [kNs/m].
From this fact, it seems that Cd � 1.5 ∼ 2.0 × 104[kNs/m] is
sufficient. Furthermore, under the input of VDI � 1.00 [m/s],
the decrease in the damper dissipation energy is seen after
Cd � 2.5 × 104 [kNs/m]. This means that the excessive damper
allocation for the large input is inappropriate.

FIGURE 8 | Input energy with respect to period of equivalent sinusoidal wave (steady-state phase of equivalent 10-cycle sine wave), (A) VMI � 0.20 [m/s],
Tp � 3.04 [s], (B) VMI � 0.40 [m/s], Tp � 3.32 [s], (C) VMI � 0.60 [m/s], Tp � 3.52 [s].

FIGURE 9 | Energy responses to input level of resonant equivalent sine waves, (A) Energy response, (B) Energy ratio.
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Figures 12A–C present the maximum interstory drift angle
of the object controlled models with various damper quantities
under the critical multi impulses with various input levels
(VMI � 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 [m/s], NMI � 10). It can be observed that
the excessive interstory drift responses of the main and sub
frames in the first story do not appear different from in the case
under the double impulses. Furthermore, it appears that the
maximum responses under all the input levels attain the
minimum for Cd � 2.0 × 104[kNs/m] and those responses for
Cd � 4.0 × 104 [kNs/m] exhibit larger values. This
phenomenon was not observed for the response under the
double impulse. As for the response reduction properties by
dampers, the difference for various input levels does not
appear. This means the effectiveness of the proposed

vibration control system for long-period and long-duration
ground motions.

Figure 12D shows the maximum accelerations of the same
model under the 5-cycle sinusoidal waves equivalent to
VMI � 0.60 [m/s]. As explained in Figure 3, the equivalent
sinusoidal waves corresponding to the critical multi impulses
were used for the evaluation of acceleration. As explained in
Figure 5, the equivalent sinusoidal waves corresponding to the
critical multi impulses were used for the evaluation of
acceleration. It can be observed that, while the maximum
accelerations in the main frame do not change so much in the
lower and middle stories for the increasing damper damping
coefficient, those are decreased in upper stories in case of the
installation of dampers with large damping coefficients. On the

FIGURE 10 | Maximum interstory drift angle under critical double impulse and maximum acceleration under equivalent one-cycle sinusoidal wave for various
damper quantities, (A)Maximum interstory drift angle for VDI � 0.20 [m/s], (B)Maximum interstory drift angle for VDI � 0.60 [m/s], (C)Maximum interstory drift angle for
VDI � 1.00 [m/s], (D) Maximum acceleration for one-cycle sinusoidal wave equivalent to VDI � 1.00 [m/s].
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other hand, while the maximum accelerations in the lower core of
the sub frame are increased, those in the upper core of the sub
frame are decreased except for a few stories near the top.

Figure 13 illustrates the energy responses with respect to
damper quantity under the critical multi impulses with various
input levels VDI � 0.20, 0.60, 1.00 [m/s]. It can be observed that
the total input energy and the structural damping dissipation
energy do not depend on the damper quantity so much. On the
other hand, the damper dissipation energy does not increase
for the model with damper quantities larger than
Cd � 1.5 ∼ 2.0 × 104 [kNs/m]. From this fact, it seems that Cd �
1.5 ∼ 2.0 × 104 [kNs/m] is sufficient. Furthermore, under the
input of VDI � 1.00 [m/s], the decrease in the damper
dissipation energy is seen in the model with damper
quantities larger than Cd � 2.5 × 104 [kNs/m]. This means
that the excessive damper allocation for the large input is
inappropriate.

Figure 14 shows the resonant period of the multi impulse with
respect to the damper quantity (Cd � 0.5 ∼ 4.0 × 104 [kNs/m]) and
input velocity (VMI � 0.10 ∼ 0.60 [m/s], increment 0.10 [m/s],
NMI � 10). In Figure 14, the response of the elastic model
under the critical multi impulse with VMI � 0.10 [m/s] is also
presented for comparison. It can be observed that, as the damper

quantities become larger, the resonant elastic-plastic period becomes
shorter. This effect is remarkable for Cd � 0.5 ∼ 2.0 × 104 [kNs/m]
and the change is small for larger damper quantities. These
observations correspond well to the response characteristics in
Figures 12, 13. As for the influence of the input level on the
resonant period 2tp, tp becomes longer remarkably up until VMI �
0.20 [m/s] and its speed goes down after VMI � 0.20 [m/s]. This
phenomenon corresponds to the behavior that the deformation of
the main frame becomes larger than the first bending point in
Figure 2A.

APPLICATION TO RECORDED GROUND
MOTIONS

To investigate the response characteristics of the proposed
building with the vibration control system for recorded
ground motions, five recorded ground motions (El Centro NS
1940, Taft EW 1952, Hachinohe NS 1968, JMA Kobe NS 1995,
and Rinaldi Station FN 1994) were used. The first three motions
(El Centro NS 1940, Taft EW 1952, and Hachinohe NS 1968) are
often used in Japan for structural design of tall and base-isolated
buildings. The maximum ground velocities are adjusted to

FIGURE 11 | Energy response with respect to damper quantity under critical double impulse, (A) VDI � 0.20 [m/s], (B) VDI � 0.40 [m/s], (C) VDI � 0.60 [m/s].
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0.5 (m/s) as Level-2 motions (called “very rare motion”). On the
other hand, for the remaining two motions (JMA Kobe NS 1995,
Rinaldi Station FN 1994), original ground motions were used.
The maximum ground accelerations of these five ground motions
used in this analysis are 5.11, 4.97, 3.49, 8.18, and 8.26 (m/s2). The
analysis time of these ground motions except Rinaldi Station FN
1994 is 60 (s) and that of Rinaldi Station FN 1994 is 30 (s).

Figure 15 shows the maximum interstory drifts of the main
frame and the sub frame for these five ground motions. Nine
damping coefficients of the dampers are used in the range
Cd � 0 ∼ 4.0 × 104 [kNs/m]. It can be observed that the
remarkable response reduction cannot be seen over Cd � 2.0 ×
104 [kNs/m] in most cases. This phenomenon corresponds well
to the results for the critical double and multi impulses. This

means that the critical double and multi impulse analysis
represent the response characteristics for most recorded
ground motions.

It should also be remarked that, while the analysis for recorded
ground motions does not necessarily represent the critical
resonant case dependent on the relation between the structure
and the input ground motion and on the input level, the analysis
for the critical double and multi impulses discloses the intrinsic
nature of the critical (resonant) and worst case. This fact can also
apply for the incremental dynamic analysis (IDA, Vamvatsikos
and Cornell, 2002) and the DIP analysis.

Although the acceleration responses are not shown here, for
impulsive ground motions, the critical acceleration responses
for the increasing input velocity levels were shown in Figures

FIGURE 12 | Maximum interstory drift angle under critical multi impulse and maximum acceleration under equivalent 5-cycle sinusoidal wave for various damper
quantities, (A) Maximum interstory drift angle for VMI � 0.20 [m/s], (B) Maximum interstory drift angle for VMI � 0.40 [m/s], (C) Maximum interstory drift angle for
VMI � 0.60 [m/s], (D) Maximum acceleration for 5-cycle sinusoidal wave equivalent to VMI � 0.60 [m/s].
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FIGURE 13 | Energy response with respect to damper quantity under critical multi impulse, (A) VMI � 0.20 [m/s], (B) VMI � 0.40 [m/s], (C) VMI � 0.60 [m/s].

FIGURE 14 | Resonant period of multi impulse with respect to damper quantity and input velocity, (A) With respect to damper quantity, (B)With respect to input
velocity.
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3C,D, and for long-duration ground motions, the critical
acceleration responses for the increasing input velocity
levels were shown in Figures 5C,D. Furthermore, for

impulsive ground motions, the critical acceleration
responses for various damping coefficient levels of dampers
were shown in Figure 10D, and for long-duration ground

FIGURE 15 |Maximum interstory drifts of buildings with nine-level dampers for five recorded groundmotions, (A) El Centro NS, (B) Taft EW, (C)Hachinohe NS, (D)
JMA Kobe NS, (E) Rinaldi Station FN.
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motions, the critical acceleration responses for various
damping coefficient levels of dampers were shown in
Figure 12D.

SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSION

The critical responses under a double impulse as a representative
of near-fault ground motions and a multi impulse as a
representative of long-period long-duration ground motions
were sought for a high-rise building with the proposed
deformation-concentration vibration control system which was
modeled as a three-dimensional (3-D) nonlinear frame.
Compared to an elastic-plastic SDOF model and an elastic-
plastic single MDOF shear building model, it is complicated to
derive the critical response for such complex 3-D nonlinear
frames with connected sub frames. A new approach aimed for
multi frames was developed based on a criterion on the criticality
of input timing of the double and multi impulses for the elastic-
plastic multi-frame model and the concepts of “Double Impulse
Pushover (DIP)” and “Multi Impulse Pushover (MIP)”
introduced in the previous paper were extended. Summaries
and conclusions are as follows:

(1) The criteria on the criticality of input timing of the double
and multi impulses for a connected 3-D damped nonlinear
frames were constructed and the properties of the critical
responses were investigated in detail. The critical input
timings of the double and multi impulses are the time at
which the story shear force (the sum of the story shear force
of the main frame and that of the sub frame) in the first story
attains zero in the unloading process.

(2) It was shown that the concept of “Double Impulse Pushover
(DIP)” and “Multi Impulse Pushover (MIP)” introduced for a
single frame model in the previous paper can be extended to
multi-frame models. It is noted that only the nonlinear

resonant responses were treated in these analyses for the
increasing input level. As in the single frame model, the DIP
and the MIP enable the progressive performance evaluation
for the increasing input level of the double and multi
impulses. The existence of the deformation concentration
to lower stories for some input level can be captured by these
DIP and MIP analyses.

(3) The analysis of total input energy, frame hysteretic dissipation
energy and damper dissipation energy and the comparison with
the response to the corresponding sinusoidal wave weremade to
assure the reliability and practicality of the proposed method
using the double impulse as a substitute of pulse-type ground
motions and the multi impulse as a substitute of long-period
long-duration ground motions.
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